Vice President George Bush speaks yesterday afternoon at Michiana Regional Airport as his wife looks on. Bush appeared in the area to campaign for candidates for Congress. Story below.

Gay professor claims ND restricted duties after public statement

By MIRIAM HILL
Senior Staff Reporter

A theology professor has accused the University of discriminating against him by limiting the number of undergraduate students he can teach after he publicly said he is homosexual and an atheist.

Professor William Storey, who reflected in 1985 and was one of the founders of Notre Dame's graduate program in Theology, identified himself as homosexual in an article in the March 20, 1986, edition of the South Bend Tribune.

Storey had earlier stated that he was in an atheist-Fidelity, a right-wing Catholic magazine.

As a result of those articles, the economics article, the University's theology department, the University agreed in September to let him teach 12 graduate students.

The students are listed by name in a letter Storey received from Richard Michael, chairman of the theology department.

The letter specifically states that Storey may not take on any additional students or classes.

Such a limit, Storey said, is "an infringement of my rights as a professor. And I reject it (the limit) because it's dictated by prejudice against gay people and against me in particular."

Storey said he had read complaints about the University's action to the American Civil Liberties Union and the American Association of University Professors.

Storey said the agreement he made with the University was drastically different from the one he had last year, which outlined his restricted duties.

Professor Thomas O'Meara, who served as chairman of the theology department last year, said he was not involved in deciding whether Storey should be allowed to teach. O'Meara added, however, that the administration was upset about "two stances that he (Storey) took -- atheism and homosexuality."

"I would guess that the decision had to do with both issues and perhaps the first more than the second," O'Meara said.

Storey, however, said his homosexuality upset the administration more than his belief in atheism. "The only problem is I'm gay and I had the nerve to admit it," said Storey, who has see STOREY, page 5

Coca-Cola will sell S. African holdings

Associated Press

ATLANTA The Coca-Cola Co. announced Wednesday it will sell all of its holdings in South Africa in protest of that country's policy of racial separation.

Donald Keough, president and chief operating officer of the company, also chairman of the Notre Dame Board of Trustees, Keough said in a statement released Wednesday that the company had been reducing its investments in South Africa since 1976.

Keough was elected president of the Board in May, replacing Thomas Carney.

At the same Board meeting, the trustees altered the University's investment policy pertaining to South Africa, but did not divest.

The soft drink company plans to sell at least part of the holdings to black South African investors. Coke products still will be sold in South Africa.

Donaldson said the Atlanta-based company made the final decision to pull out because it was dissatisfied with progress toward abolishing apartheid.

"Final plans for the pullout will not be completed for another six to nine months, but Donaldson said the overall plan involved selling off all interests in bottling and canning plants in the racially torn country.

A Coca-Cola syrup production plant will be moved out of the country and the syrup shipped in for bottlers.

Donaldson said he could not establish how much money is involved.

The Southern Christian Leadership Conference announced in August that it would call for a boycott of Coca-Cola and other American companies if they had not divested by Jan. 15, 1987, the birthday of slain civil rights leader the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
In Brief

Notre Dame's Foreign Study Programs this year sent 41 students to Angers, France; 35 from Notre Dame and six from Saint Mary's; 36 students to Innsbruck, Austria; 33 from Notre Dame and two from Saint Mary's; 19 students to Tokyo. 12 from Notre Dame, three from Saint Mary's and one each from American University, George Washington University, Tufts University, and University of Michigan; five students to Mexico City, all from Notre Dame; and four students to Jerusalem, two from Notre Dame, and one each from Seton Hill College and Manhattan College. No students applied for the Cairo, Egypt program, though many students have recently attended meetings for next year's program, according to Isabel Charles, director of Foreign Study Programs. Charles said she could not speculate why students did not sign up for the program last year. - The Observer

Notre Dame's assistant law librarian, Granville Cleveland, has been appointed by Indiana Governor Robert Orr to a two-year term on the State Board of Trustees for Museums and Memorials. Cleveland, who joined Notre Dame's faculty in 1969, is a South Bend Housing Authority commissioner and a member of the Board of the South Bend Urban League. - The Observer

Saint Mary's Ireland Program will send 23 students abroad this year, 16 students from Saint Mary's and 7 from Notre Dame. The college's Rome Program will have 37 students, 30 from Saint Mary's and six from Notre Dame. After the U.S. bombed Libyan targets last spring, "a few parents decided to bring their students home from Rome since it was almost the end of the semester," said Peter Checca, counselor of the Rome Program. Checca said 14 out of 64 students flew home early last semester. Added Checca, "Italy's been pretty quiet since then." - The Observer

A psychologist used a naked Barbie doll Wednesday as she testified at the trial of seven women who removed their shirts, saying the doll showed the next-to-impossible image women are taught to strive for. "Breasts like this would defy gravity," Melissa Farley, a clinical psychologist at the University of Iowa, said at the indecent exposure trial in Rochester, New York, of the women who took their shirts off in a city park three months ago. They are challenging a state law that allows men, but not women, to appear in public naked from the waist up. The offense, "exposure of a person," is punishable by up to 15 days in jail and a $250 fine. - Associated Press

Weather

Odds-makers give thunderstorms a 60 percent advantage over sunshine today. However, high temperatures will range in the low 70's with lows in the mid 60's. The sun will make a comeback Saturday with partly cloudy skyes and highs in the low 80's. - Associated Press

Student Jobs!

The Country Harvester

Distributor For

Mountain Man Nut & Fruit Co.

Will be opening a store in the newly remodeled LaFortune Student Center. We are now accepting applications for the following positions:

- Store Manager
- Assistant Store Manager
- Outside Sales People

- will work around class schedules

Applications are now being accepted at the Student Activities Office. Interviews will be conducted on September 18th and 19th on the Notre Dame campus.
AIDS will eventually touch student lives: SMC lecturer

By MARILYN BETCHIK
Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

Aquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome can and will confront Saint Mary's students in their later careers, said Ella Hammeyer of the Saint Mary's Nursing Department yesterday at a lecture in Stapleton Lounge. Hammeyer said not one Saint Mary's nursing student has cared for an AIDS patient because students risk contracting the disease in which case the college risks a lawsuit.

"Students are trained to care for these patients. We cover medical and emotional aspects of the disease," she said. "One student who graduated two years ago was assigned to care for an AIDS patient. She expressed her concern to me about it, and surprisingly she was not worried about her own safety. She thought the patient deserved competent, experienced nursing care instead of herself simply because she was the last one who was hired," said Hammeyer.

Education majors, social work majors and medical technicians should have some informed decisions about what they will or would do in a situation where they might encounter an AIDS victim, she said. The University of Saint Mary's Campus Ministry said, "At Saint Mary's we can make a statement about our own beliefs as the disease comes closer to students and families. This is first and foremost." "The Church has not been helpful in supporting homosexuals. Few people in the Catholic Church are willing to speak out concerning homosexuality. AIDS victims have found support within the Gay Community," she said.

Dr. Robert W. Clausen, M.D., Department of Biological Sciences University of Notre Dame, spoke about the medical aspect concerning AIDS. "Those people with an increased risk of developing AIDS have had thrush (a yeast infection in the mouth), venereal disease, an intravenous drug user, and older adults," he said.

According to Clausen when the immune system has been hampered to the point where it is "down", there is an increased chance of contracting AIDS. AIDS is transmitted through sexual relations with male homosexuals. Women develop the disease in heterosexual relations with men, added Clausen. "No lesbian cases have been reported to date. Intravenous drug abuse and blood transfusions are other avenues of transmitting vehicles," added Clausen.

"As far as saliva is concerned, it cannot transmit AIDS from person to person through contact. There is a possibility the disease is contracted through kissing, due to its more intimate contact," Clausen said.

---

Man learns aggression after birth

By ERIC M. BENGAMO
Staff Reporter

People are not born with aggression, but learn it through growing up. Dr. David Tavel has reduced the price of extended wear contact lenses to $19.86.*

"I've been picking up their contacts for two years," said Dan Ingalls of Indiana. "My wife is going through a transition, and we can't afford the price of Softmate daily or Extended Wear," said Dr. Tavel.

Dr. Tavel has reduced the price of the contact lenses you have ordered. Your recent order may not be combined with any other discount. *Exam is required at the time of purchase and is not included in the sale price. Offer is invalid on prior orders.

At Dr. David Tavel's Premium Optical, we've been serving Indiana's eyecare needs for over 40 years. We are the eyecare leader in Indiana. Shouldn't you trust the promise from the doctor?"

Dr. Tavel's Premium Optical has earned the reputation as "You'll see better for less. Dr. Tavel's Premium Optical" by optimizing lenses to enhance vision. A "man learns aggression after birth"

"The experts of that time said that you never kiss a child at night when you send him to bed, you shake hands," Montagu said.

Montagu said that people's responsibility is "to make yourself a little less like a wild animal and a little more like a warm loving human being. It is our responsibility to think of ourselves into what you ought to be and that is a warm loving human being."
Washington - Philippine President Corazon Aquino, in a speech that brought a shower of affection from a joint session of Congress, pledged yesterday to take up "the sword of war" if peacemaking with communist rebels fails.

Mrs. Aquino, in the seventh month of her leadership of a major U.S. ally which was led for more than 20 years by Ferdinand Marcos, offered thanks for the role Congress played in changing U.S. policy toward her country.

At the same time, Mrs. Aquino, widow of the assassinated Benigno Aquino, an opposition leader in the last years of Marcos, appealed for help to build "a new home for democracy, another haven for the oppressed."

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., said afterwards, "That's the finest speech I've heard in my 34 years in Congress."

Members of the House and Senate, many wearing yellow roses symbolizing the color Mrs. Aquino chose for her presidential campaign, crowded the chamber. Scores of Filipino Americans were in the gallery crowd.

Within hours of her speech, the House passed 203-197 a bill giving the Philippines a $200 million cash infusion to help deal with economic distress. The measure was sent to the Senate, where prospects for approval were uncertain.

Some opponents suggested the money be spent instead on improving U.S. military facilities at Subic Bay Naval Station and Clark Air Base.

Mrs. Aquino underscored her policy of negotiating with the Communist New People's Army guerrilla movement but said, "I will not stand by and allow an insurgent leadership to spurn our offer of peace and kill our young soldiers and threaten our new freedom."

"We face a communist insurgency that feeds on economic deterioration, even as we carry a great share of the free world defenses in the Pacific," she said in her only reference to U.S. military bases in the Philippines.

Invoking the name of President Abraham Lincoln, Mrs. Aquino said, "I understand that force may be necessary before mercy. Like Lincoln, I don't relish it, yet I will do whatever it takes to defend the integrity and freedom of my country.

"I must explore the path of peace to the utmost, for at its end, whatever disappointment I meet there is the moral basis for laying down the sword of war," she said.

"Still, should it come to that, I will not waver from the course laid down by your great liberator," she said in another reference to Lincoln.

Mrs. Aquino said the aim of the negotiations, under way in Manila, was to bring the insurgents "down from the hills and, by economic progress and justice, show them that for which the best-intentioned among them fought."

Philippines President Corazon Aquino leaves the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception Tuesday after Mass. Aquino spoke to Congress yesterday. Story at left.

This Bud's For You.
Tensions rise on eve of Schultz - Shevardnadze consultation

Associated Press

WASHINGTON Secretary of State George P. Shultz will confront Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze head-on today with a demand to free American reporter Nicholas Daniloff, and is ready to cut short their summit planning session unless he gets a satisfactory reply, U.S. officials said.

In Moscow, however, Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev yesterday denounced the correspondent's case to try to spill superpower relations.

As tensions rose, the Soviets exchanged barbs with the Reagan administration yesterday over a U.S. order that 25 Soviet diplomats assigned to the United Nations leave the country by Oct. 1. Shevardnadze, arriving at Andrews Air Force Base on the eve of the two-day meeting with Shultz, called the expulsion illegal and also "a bad decision."

In New York, the chief Soviet delegate, Alexander Beloslov, said the Soviets already had cut their mission to 218, which is 10 below the demanded level. But Bernard Kaib, the State Department spokesman, said Soviets holding visas were "well over the level of 218." He declined to give a precise count, and he accused the Soviets of disobeying the order, issued initially last March, by not providing the names of any departing diplomats.

The U.S. spokesman, responding to Gorbachev's statement on Daniloff, said the reporter was the victim of "contrived charges," and "there is no retreat from that." Kaib said the Daniloff case was Shultz' "priority" in the impending session with Shevardnadze.

"This kind of behavior cannot but provoke condemnation, nor can it remain without consequences," a Soviet news agency quoted Gorbachev as saying.
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Introducing BASICALC. The new Texas Instruments programmable calculator.

Now there's a programmable scientific calculator that solves even the most complex math, engineering and science problems in a BASIC way. The TI-74 BASICALC.

Unlike most other programmable calculators that require you to learn a new, complicated system of keystroke commands—in effect, a new language—the TI-74 BASICALC allows you to use the BASIC language programming you already know. But don't let the BASICALC ease of operation fool you. It also has more calculating power than comparably-priced programmables. And a variety of options, like software cartridges, are available that make it even more powerful and expandable.

Stop by and see the TI-74 BASICALC for yourself. In basic terms, what it really offers you is a bargain.

Your basic campus demonstration:

Texas Instruments will be conducting a free hands-on demonstration of the new TI-74 BASICALC. Check with The Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore for dates and times.
Pearly smile
Senior Meg McGlinn poses for her senior portrait as photographer Laura Lareway takes the photograph. Senior portraits will continue through next week.

Nuclear agency quarrels surface during Congressional conference

Associated Press
WASHINGTON The Nuclear Regulatory Commission yesterday defended its efforts to tighten regulatory screws on a contaminated nuclear fuel production plant that has been the sole source of fuel for Navy nuclear submarines.

But one of the NRC’s members said the commission’s staff could have been more aggressive.

It is “entirely incorrect” to say the NRC is not being aggressive in regulating the Nuclear Fuel Services plant in Erwin, Tenn., commission chairman Lando Zech told a House subcommittee.

“The NRC record of monitoring and oversight would indicate ... concern over a number of years at that facility,” Zech said, responding to criticism from Rep. Ed ward Markney, chairman of the House Energy and Commerce subcommittee on energy conservation and power.

Based on complaints last December from the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union, Markney’s subcommittee studied NRC documents on plant conditions and concluded that the facility is “the most dangerous uranium fuel production plant that the NRC licenses.”

The NRC has proposed four fines against Nuclear Fuel Services and put new conditions on the company’s operating license.

Zech and other commissioners agreed that despite some improvement, the Erwin facility still needs to be upgraded in the areas of cleanliness, radiological control and general operations. “It seems to be a pretty sloppy operation. It’s just not up to the standards that we should be insisting on,” said Commissioner James As selstine.

Asselstine also said he had some reservations about the way the NRC staff had handled health and safety complaints at the 29-year-old facility.

President denounces Democrats

Associated Press
MONTGOMERY, Ala. President Reagan, campaigning across the deep South, accused Democrats yesterday of “political shenanigans” in Alabama and “stagnation, arrogance and the abuse of power” in Louisiana.

In a 10-hour sweep through the two states, Reagan hit Democrats with some of his toughest political rhetoric and said losing the Republican majority in the Senate would “stalemate” his presidency, confronting him with a “totally hostile Congress.”

Stumping in Alabama for Sen. Jeremiah Denton in his race against Democratic Rep. Richard Shelby, Reagan castigated Democrats for the political disarray in the governor’s race that has split their party and boosted Republican election hopes.

In Louisiana, appearing on behalf of Senate candidate Thelmon Moore, Reagan blamed Democrats for the economic woes of the state where unemployment has climbed to 13.6 percent because of the tailspin in the energy industry.
Doonesbury

expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged. and objectively as possible. Unsigned editorials represent the opinion of a majority of colleagues learned, is that the only way reconnaissance mission over Laos, was brought down by gunfire. Hang. He had only been in Vietnam four through undergraduate pilot training, through the ROTO program at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. He went gotten all the bad press, "he said. made, but the military should not have for being a POW. I had a lot of mixed there was still no way mentally to prepare to Tlam, and I could have avoided it, but emotional about being a pilot and going there sat down with me and explained All himself upon, it must be earned through a price upon, it must be earned through a price Upon, it must be earned through a price to keep the freedom we cherish and to get him to Hanoi alive. During the to Tlam, and I could have avoided it, but in South Asia, he served aboard November 3, 1966. The author is Notre Dame Soccer Coach South Bend Tribune September 4, 1984.
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**Sports Briefs**

**RAMS MAKE BIG DEAL WITH HOUCHISON FOR ROOKIE QUARTERBACK JIM IVERETT**

WITI-TV 6A will broadcast tomorrow's Notre Dame-Michigan State football game. Frank Martin and Kevin Herbert will provide the play-by-play action. Live from East Lansing, Mich., coverage begins at 11:15 p.m. with the "Notre Dame '86" pregame show featuring College Football Today, "The Lou Holtz Show," and "Irish Review." The Observer.

The ND-SCM Cycling Club will have daily rides of 15 to 35 miles, weather permitting, starting at 4 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and 1:15 on Tuesday and Thursday, from behind the Administration Building. All riders are — The Observer.

A karate demonstration sponsored by NVA will be held tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. at Washington Hall. Also, karate classes will begin on Monday at 7 p.m. in the ACC boxing room, and will continue every Monday and Wednesday through fall break. Further information may be obtained by contacting the NVA office at 239-6100. — The Observer.

Non-Varsity Athletics announces that it is offering two evening aerobics classes, "Late Night at the Rock," every Sunday, Monday, and Wednesday nights at 10 p.m. at the Rockne Memorial. The other class meets Tuesday and Thursday nights at 8 p.m. in Gym 1 of the KCC. Registrations may be done at the NVA office, or by calling the NVA office at 239-6100. — The Observer.

American United Life is sponsoring an 8K Governor's Cup Run tomorrow morning at 8 a.m. at Potawski, the better to burn off the steam generated by last night's football game. The entrance fee is $7 if you pre-register, $9 on the day of the race. For more information contact James Lemon at 232-3222.

**Associated Press**

**AMERICAN CALL - The Los Angeles Rams, who've had little success with the aging quarterback they've signed in recent years, yesterday acquired the rights to a promising young passer, rookie Jim Everett.

The price paid for the acquisition of the rights to Everett, the former Purdue star who has been a constant holdout with the Houston Oilers this season, was $5 million paid to the Rams.

Los Angeles gave the Oilers Pro Bowl guard Kent Hill, the Rams' first pick in the draft for the next two years, their No. 5 pick in the draft plus theincerely, William Fuller for the third player selected in the 1986 NFL college draft.

"We had to pay a healthy price, but we feel it's worth it," Rams Coach John Robinson said. "He looks ahead to the next five years, the big stumbling block for the Rams was a quality quarterback.

"Steve Bartkowski and Steve Dits are fine for this year, but each of his 30s"

"We see Jim Everett as one of the Pro Bowl-type potential players of the great future. We're anxious to get him here as soon as possible,"

but it's premature on how much he would be used this year," Rob­

The Rams' coach explained that Everett was "a franchise-type guy, but he's one of those young quarterbacks who still has a strong responsive season, said of Everett. "He's not coming along that fast.

"I'm excited about the best thing ever to happen to me," Everett said in a statement to the Rams' headquarters in Houston. "I know it's committed to winning. It has a great coach.

"There's no question in my mind the right thing, it's worked out in everyone's best interest."

"Demoff said, "John is going to have to be fair. There's no rea­

He said he's not concerned with the Rams plans for him this year, commenting, "They have a two-quarterback situation, that's my only goal is to improve daily. The more I can learn from sterling Bar­towsky, the better.

His holdout in Houston was "Going to be interesting, being over."

"It has never been known to fail. Publication rights passed on to

"It has never been known to fail. Publication rights passed on to

associated with "I'll try to prove him wrong. In fact, If I can

"The more I can learn from Dan Pastorini, Bert

"That's our number o of proven people on o f­

"We won't start talking until Monday, I don't under­

"Happy Capping to those great Holy

"We had to pay a healthy price, but we feel it's worth it."
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He said he's not concerned with the Rams plans for him this year, commenting, "They have a two-quarterback situation, that's my only goal is to improve daily. The more I can learn from sterling Bar­towsky, the better.

His holdout in Houston was "Going to be interesting, Being over."
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"I'm excited about the best thing ever to happen to me," Everett said in a statement to the Rams' headquarters in Houston. "I know it's committed to winning. It has a great coach.

"There's no question in my mind the right thing, it's worked out in everyone's best interest."

"Demoff said, "John is going to have to be fair. There's no rea­
Joe Sternberg, the leading Irish scorer last year, is getting more offensive help this season. Pete Gegen previews this weekend's soccer matches in his story at right.

The offense has been led by sophomore forward Bruce "Tiger" McCourt. McCourt has eight goals and three assists through six games, and he re­corded the team's first hat trick since Rich Herdegen scored three against Valparaiso in 1984. To contrast with last season's scoring production, McCourt's 19 points is only six shy of equal­
ing last season's leading-scorer Joe Sternberg's total of 25.

McCourt is joined in the scoring department by sopho­more Randy Norris and fresh­man Dave Augustyn on the front line, and Sternberg and fresh­man Rolfe Behrje in the midfield.

The Irish enter the game having tied the Spartans in their last two matches. While not much is known about them this season, Head Coach Dennis Grace noted that the Spartans played very well in a 3-1 loss to Indiana last week.

"They did something against Indiana that we didn't do, and that's score a goal," noted Grace. "I'm looking forward to seeing what we can do against them."

The game against Tri-State was moved from October 30 to Sunday at the request of both teams.

The Tri-State contest pits coach against former player. Dan Coughlin, former keeper for the Irish, is now the coach of the Trojans.

Notre Dame will be without the services of three of its players this weekend. Senior forward Bill Gross is out for a week with an injured shoulder suffered in the Michigan game. The injury is similar, though less serious than the one suffered by captain Jim Flynn at the beginning of the season. Flynn is about two weeks away from returning to action.

The keeper spot has been filled particularly hard with injuries this season. Following Flynn to the bench is sophomore Kevin Mayo, who broke his thumb in practice this week.

With Mayo out for three to four weeks, Tim Hartigan has moved up to the backup-keeper slot. Grace noted that freshman keeper Dan Lyons is also ready to play.

**Soccer team travels to face MSU, returns home Sunday vs. Tri-State**

**BY PETE GEGEN**

*Assistant Sports Editor*

The 5-1 Notre Dame soccer team looks to add two victories to its record this weekend.

The team is in East Lansing, Mich., today for an afternoon contest against Michigan State. Then the team returns home Sunday to face Tri-State in a 1 p.m. contest on Alumni Field.

The Irish have been opening some eyes lately with their excel­lent play. The defense began the year with two straight shutouts and is allowing an average of one goal a game.

Meanwhile the play of the off­ense has been the biggest im­provement for Notre Dame. The team has scored an average of three goals a game, a one-goal improvement over last season's record-low average of two.

The offense has been led by sophomore forward Bruce "Tiger" McCourt. McCourt has eight goals and three assists.

Associated Press

**Bosox complete sweep of Brewers**

Boston Red Sox rolled to a 7-1 victory over the Milwaukee Brewers last night, completing a four-game series sweep.

With their 16th victory in their last 19 starts and their 12th, straight at home, the Red Sox hiked their record to 90-57, 10 games over idle New York, going 33 games over .500 for the first time since Oct. 2, 1978.

The Red Sox also increased their American League East lead to 10 games over idle New York and Toronto, reducing Boston's magic number for clinching the title to six.

Bruce Hurst, 12-7, breezed to his fourth consecutive victory and 10th complete game of the season. Hurst scattered five hits, struck out 11 and walked two.

Milwaukee starter Pete Vuckovich, 7-9, took the loss.

Boston's Wade Boggs had an infield single and a double, extending his hitting streak to 20 games and raising his average to .352. Boggs also drew his 100th walk of the season, tops in the league.

**A great pizza is getting harder and harder to find.**

But here it is. Great tasty crust. Lux­cious sauce. Real cheese, grated fresh.

Toppings, toppings, toppings.

Because you might have to go out of your way to find us, we go out of our way to make it worth every step you take.

**Godfather's Pizza.**

52920 U.S. 31 N 277-5880

**COUPON**

Friday and Saturday

Coupon Special

Large for Price of Medium

Good for Carry out or delivery

Delivery and tax extra

Not valid with any other offer

Expires 10/3/86
Full slate of games on tap as ’86 interhall football begins

By CHRIS DALLAVO

Sports Writer

As football fever continues its reign on the Notre Dame campus, fans have another cause for excitement. The 1986 Men’s Interhall Football season is about to begin, with a full slate of games scheduled for this Sunday at Stepan Field. Alumni Hall, the 1985 Interhall Football champion, will once again be a strong contender in the Leathy division. Despite losing many key players, Alumni coach Paul Loughlin remains cautiously optimistic.

“We just have to take things one week at a time,” he said. “No one really knows what to expect until after everyone’s played.”

Alumni begins its defenses at 2 p.m. against newly-formed Pangborn, who had combined with Fisher to compete in past years. Other Leathy Division games pit Stanford against Holy Cross and Zahm against Capezzuto. Both contests start at 3 p.m.

The Parseghian division will probably feature the year’s most intense competition. Perennial powers Monrose, Dillon and Flanner will all field strong teams, while Off-Campuses will try to rebound from their 0-5 record of last year.

This week’s best game should be the clash between Dillon and Flanner. Charlie Rice, the head coach of Dillon, anticipates a physical game.

“We get a tough break opening against Flanner, who perennially fields a good team,” he said. “We have a solid nucleus, but we need some key spots filled by untested players.”

Other Parseghian games feature Grace taking on Monrose and Off-Campus against Keenan, both at 1 p.m.

ND field hockey team plays well despite double-OT loss to Illinois

By MARGOT MACHECA

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame field hockey team travelled to Northern Illinois University Wednesday and, although they came back with a 3-2 loss in double-overtime after beating four defenders and a keeper, they had nothing to be ashamed of in their defeat.

When time ran out in regulation, the Irish and the Huskies were tied 1-1 at 86:00. The Irish put their hearts and guts into the extra minutes on a field that was fourteen yards wider than the Irish hoped alive. Northern Illinois had scored just thirty seconds into the period. Only three minutes passed in the second OT before the Huskies slipped a goal by junior goalie M.J. Beetel. The Irish failed to score and the match ended in a disappointing 3-2 final.

Although the Irish tired in the second half of regulation, Coach Jill Lindenfeld said she felt a change in her players when they began the extra periods.

“We had a breakthrough with the girls going into the overtime,” she said. “I felt a real desire to win in all of them.”

Lindenfeld stressed that NIU dominated the match, but the Irish took their time and played better late in the match.

“Our girls played with poise throughout the game,” she said. “They put their hearts and guts into the extra minutes on a field that was fourteen yards wider than we are used to playing on.”

The Irish look to improve their record this weekend with away matches against Ohio today and Kent State on Saturday.

3-2 loss in double overtime to drop their season record to 1-3. The Irish players had nothing to be ashamed of in their defeat.

“We just have to take things one week at a time,” he said. “No one really knows what to expect until after everyone’s played.”

The Parseghian division will probably feature the year’s most intense competition. Perennial powers Monrose, Dillon and Flanner will all field strong teams, while Off-Campuses will try to rebound from their 0-5 record of last year.

This week’s best game should be the clash between Dillon and Flanner. Charlie Rice, the head coach of Dillon, anticipates a physical game.

“We get a tough break opening against Flanner, who perennially fields a good team,” he said. “We have a solid nucleus, but we need some key spots filled by untested players.”

Other Parseghian games feature Grace taking on Monrose and Off-Campuses against Keenan, both at 1 p.m.
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Old
2 Ah, mail
3 Pitches
4 Nude
5 Seabrook's
6 Birthplace
7 Car lake
8 Resort
9 Voice range
10 "Sweet — thee"
11 "Dream" of the
12 "Stand Up, " Speaker: Hal Miller, Founder CBF
13 "The Draughtman's Contract, 1982, color, 107 minutes, Peter Greenaway"
14 "Great Britain, Annenberg Auditorium"
15 "All That Jazz," proceeds go to
16 "NCYC, a sanctuary and shelter for kids to play and learn," 184 South Warrington Avenue
17 "All That Jazz," proceeds go to
18 "The Draughtman's Contract, 1982, color, 107 minutes, Peter Greenaway"
19 "The Draughtman's Contract, 1982, color, 107 minutes, Peter Greenaway"
20 "Tune"
21 "Ready to be"
22 "Ala. city"
23 "Tune"
24 "Gift from France"
25 "Unit of work"
26 "Attempts"
27 "Attempts"
28 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
29 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
30 "Stand Up, " Speaker: Hal Miller, Founder CBF, Barry Davis
31 "The Draughtman's Contract, 1982, color, 107 minutes, Peter Greenaway"
32 "Ready to be"
33 "Tune"
34 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
35 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
36 "Ready to be"
37 "Tune"
38 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
39 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
40 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
41 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
42 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
43 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
44 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
45 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
46 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
47 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
48 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
49 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
50 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
51 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
52 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
53 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
54 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
55 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
56 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
57 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
58 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
59 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
60 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
61 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
62 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
63 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall
64 "Dramatic" review and final schedule, discuss transportation possibilities, newcomers welcome, 123 Nieuwland Science Hall

DOWN
1 Flagpole
2 Outside
3 "May I do that?"
4 "No, it's not that impossible"
5 "No, it's not that impossible"
6 "No, it's not that impossible"
7 "No, it's not that impossible"
8 "No, it's not that impossible"
9 "No, it's not that impossible"
10 "No, it's not that impossible"
11 "No, it's not that impossible"
12 "No, it's not that impossible"
13 "No, it's not that impossible"
14 "No, it's not that impossible"
15 "No, it's not that impossible"
16 "No, it's not that impossible"
17 "No, it's not that impossible"
18 "No, it's not that impossible"
19 "No, it's not that impossible"
20 "No, it's not that impossible"
21 "No, it's not that impossible"
22 "No, it's not that impossible"
23 "No, it's not that impossible"
24 "No, it's not that impossible"
25 "No, it's not that impossible"
26 "No, it's not that impossible"
27 "No, it's not that impossible"
28 "No, it's not that impossible"
29 "No, it's not that impossible"
30 "No, it's not that impossible"
31 "No, it's not that impossible"
32 "No, it's not that impossible"
33 "No, it's not that impossible"
34 "No, it's not that impossible"
35 "No, it's not that impossible"
36 "No, it's not that impossible"
37 "No, it's not that impossible"
38 "No, it's not that impossible"
39 "No, it's not that impossible"
40 "No, it's not that impossible"
41 "No, it's not that impossible"
42 "No, it's not that impossible"
43 "No, it's not that impossible"
44 "No, it's not that impossible"
45 "No, it's not that impossible"
46 "No, it's not that impossible"
47 "No, it's not that impossible"
48 "No, it's not that impossible"
49 "No, it's not that impossible"
50 "No, it's not that impossible"
51 "No, it's not that impossible"
52 "No, it's not that impossible"
53 "No, it's not that impossible"
54 "No, it's not that impossible"
55 "No, it's not that impossible"
56 "No, it's not that impossible"
57 "No, it's not that impossible"
58 "No, it's not that impossible"
59 "No, it's not that impossible"
60 "No, it's not that impossible"
61 "No, it's not that impossible"
62 "No, it's not that impossible"
63 "No, it's not that impossible"
64 "No, it's not that impossible"

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:
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The Far Side

Gary Larson

Zeto

Kevin Walsh

The Cellar

SAB RECORD STORE

LAST DAY OF SALE!!!

NOW BUYING USED CD'S

MOST ALBUMS & TAPES: $649

CD'S AVAILABLE: $13.99

MAXELL XLII 90: $21/10 TDK SA90: $19/10

HOURS: 11:30 - 4:30 LOCATION: BASEMENT OF LAFORTUNE

American Cancer Society

Help us keep winning.
Irish look for first ’86 victory against Spartans

By MARTY STRASEN
Assistant Sports Editor

Sports

FAST LANSING, Mich. - At some point early tomorrow evening, there will be a tough college football team with a winning record - 2-2.

That's what is at stake when 20th-ranked Notre Dame takes on Michigan State tomorrow afternoon at Spartan Stadium in front of a crowd of 76,000 and a CBS national-television audience.

The Spartans held the No. 20 slot in the AP preseason poll but had a heartbreaker, 20-17, to Arizona State in the season opener.

Heading into last weekend's Michigan game, the big question was whether Notre Dame could move the ball against one of the better defenses in the nation. After picking up 455 total yards on a myriad of formations and plays - from wildcat packages to slick draws and from roll outs to options - the offensive unit was not faced with another challenge.

But for the Spartans to slow down the Irish offense, a defensive line with only one returning starter will have to come through. Left tackle Mark Nichols (6-2, 298) is the lone returnee, while David Wolff and John Fudelle move from part-time roles in 1985 to spots at tackle and end, respectively. The other end position will be occupied by a freshman, James Starns for approximately two weeks, according to coach Bo Schembechler.

For the first time, you don't know how a football team is going to react on the road. I think this one is going to react well and they don't make a lot of mental errors.